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This is not just another book with yet another trading system. This is a complete guide to

developing your own systems to help you make and execute trading and investing decisions. It

is intended for everyone who wishes to systematise their financial decision making, either

completely or to some degree.Author Robert Carver draws on financial theory, his experience

managing systematic hedge fund strategies and his own in-depth research to explain why

systematic trading makes sense and demonstrates how it can be done safely and profitably.

Every aspect, from creating trading rules to position sizing, is thoroughly explained. The

framework described here can be used with all assets, including equities, bonds, forex and

commodities.There is no magic formula that will guarantee success, but cutting out simple

mistakes will improve your performance. You'll learn how to avoid common pitfalls such as over-

complicating your strategy, being too optimistic about likely returns, taking excessive risks and

trading too frequently.Important features include:- The theory behind systematic trading: why

and when it works, and when it doesn't.- Simple and effective ways to design effective

strategies.- A complete position management framework which can be adapted for your

needs.- How fully systematic traders can create or adapt trading rules to forecast prices.-

Making discretionary trading decisions within a systematic framework for position

management.- Why traditional long only investors should use systems to ensure proper

diversification, and avoid costly and unnecessary portfolio churn.- Adapting strategies

depending on the cost of trading and how much capital is being used.- Practical examples from

UK, US and international markets showing how the framework can be used.Systematic Trading

is detailed, comprehensive and full of practical advice. It provides a unique new approach to

system development and a must for anyone considering using systems to make some, or all, of

their investment decisions.

"The days of Richard Dennis and his "turtles" with their alleged 100% per year profit are long

gone... Robert Carver is more modest--and more realistic. At the same time he has more to

offer the investor or trader who has a spark of creativity and intellectual curiosity. .... (Carver)

isn't just some ordinary Joe with a computer and a bunch of back-testing software. He has

clearly thought about what makes a good systematic trader and a good systematically-driven

portfolio. We can be grateful that he decided to share his insights with us. " Brenda Jubin,

Reading the markets --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorRobert Carver

is an independent investor, trader and writer. He spent over a decade working in the City of

London before retiring from the industry in 2013. Robert initially traded exotic derivative

products for Barclays Investment Bank and then worked as a portfolio manager for AHL – one

of the world’s largest hedge funds – before, during and after the global financial meltdown of

2008. He was responsible for the creation of AHL’s fundamental global macro strategy, and

then managed the fund’s multi-billion dollar fixed income portfolio.Robert has Bachelors and

Masters degrees in Economics, and is a visiting lecturer at Queen Mary, University of London.

He manages his own portfolio of equities, funds and futures using the methods you can find in

his books.Rob's website is: www.systematicmoney.orgYou can read his blog at

qoppac.blogspot.com and follow him on twitter @investingidiocy--This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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Alan Lattanner, “Learn how quant firms implement factor trading.. This post is for anyone

reading Robert Carver’s book “Systematic Trading.” I coded a Carver-style system. His “Carry

Rule” indicator that trades the 2nd contract out is tricky to apply on some markets. On CL it

works well. On ES the roll gaps shift in magnitude and sign over the years such that a trader

would best exit before the roll date and renter after. This kills backtests. Position sizing is rather

neglected in the book, except to mention using half-Kelly. That’s a lot of risk. I added an entry-

exit rule of my own to see how expanding the system beyond his suggested would work. It was

easy to do, but it does complicate the rule-weight-adjustment process. His claim that this

approach avoids curve fitting seems dubious. Adjusting weights on multiple rules with

variations on each (such as multiple DMA crossover time constant pairs) is the same thing -

optimizing. Overall I like his strategy and his consistent application of the Sharpe Ratio to

measure “goodness” of performance. I also prefer the integration of diverse rules into a single

system instead of manually adjusting weights for a basket of individual systems. The results of

my limited testing so far show positive expectancy on several markets over multi-decade

datasets, with modest drawdowns. Holding times are generally weeks to months. The system

and its data preparation requirements are quite complex compared to classical trend-following

methods. Operation requires a good deal of oversight. And yet, what I learned from this two-

month long effort is how quant firms implement factor trading on any time scale.”

Andreas Clenow, “Probably the best available book on systematic trading. Solid book on real

systematic trading. Rob goes into a level of depth which most trading book authors either

deliberately avoids or simply lack knowledge of. Rob's background in the industry is beyond

reproach and the informational contents of his book shows his experience and depth of



knowledge. It is rare with authors willing to take the time to explain at this level.It is also very

refreshing to see a realistic discussion of what is possible, and what is not. There are too many

books targeting retail traders, promising impossible gains. Rob rightly explains what kind of

results are realistic and why.The single most important difference between amateurs and

professionals, is that amateurs take on far too high risks, in pursuit of impossible returns. This

is the reason why most amateurs fail.If you want to enter the professional systematic trading

field, Rob's book is a must.”

Salemite, “Excellent book, and not just for systematic traders. This book covers many aspects

of systematic trading from a practitioner's perspective. You will find many books, blogs, etc. that

cover how to build trading rules. This book goes much beyond trading rules and answers very

crucial questions for people with many backgrounds. How do you evaluate trading rules? Are

there any rules of thumb that would tell you all you are doing is backtest voodoo, with no real

promise of out of sample performance? How do you put your vetted trading rules together into

a system and make sure they play nicely with each other?While the book is not math heavy, it

is clear that the author has the proper maths background to verify his claims through both

formulating close form solutions and by simulating toy models.My only complaint about this

book is its title. I think the title does not do the book any justice. It sounds like the book was

written only for people interested in systematic trading, but it was not. The author diligently

expands each topic for three kinds of investors: asset allocating investor (TAA), semi automatic

trader, and the staunch systems trader. Whichever category your investing style falls into, I

think this book has something to tell you. Mr Carver provides an excellent treatment of decision

making, and removing emotion from investing. Many of the topics described in this book have

their background in Kelly criterion. I strongly encourage interested readers to check out

"Fortune's Formula", which is not a trading book.Also on what this book is not: if you are

looking for a heavy maths formulation of why certain trading styles might work, any kind of

secret sauce that will put you ahead of others, or just empty promises on how to get rich; then

you are looking at the wrong place. Whether you are a conservative individual investor looking

to make decision on how to invest your retirement funds (as long as you understand how

markets work) or if you are hedge fund portfolio manager, you have a lot to learn from this

book.”

Chris, “full derivations/formal description would be a useful addition, perhaps in an appendix.

This is the most influential book I've ever read on investing/trading, and has changed my

perspective entirely. It is not for the faint-hearted; there are a number of concepts that will

require several reads to understand. The book focuses heavily on a statistical approach to

trading, so some background in statistics would be helpful. That said, for those who do have

degree level mathematics, full derivations/formal description would be a useful addition,

perhaps in an appendix.From reading this book, coupled with the online resources Robert

provides (pysystemtrade, and the thread on Elite Trader), I have a built an automated futures

trading system in Python, not dissimilar to what is used at trend following hedge funds. I

couldn't have done this without Rob's book, from which I learned everything. Not only that, I've

enjoyed every minute of it, and I suspect this will alter the course of my career and life. So

thank you, Rob!”

John, “Profitable Trading isn't easy and neither is this book!. It was one of the first trading

books I bought but I gave up as it wasn't what I expected. almost 3 years later I picked it up



again and it makes much more sense. HOWEVER it is not an easy read. The latter chapters

were easier but there is an assumption of the readers' knowledge in the first few chapters that

hinder progress. The main "system" diagram is right but not intuitive. So, yes there are gems in

here that are well worth discovering but the author makes you work for it.”

KM, “Rob Carver is the real deal. This book is a comprehensive guide for someone who wants

to develop a more systematic framework for their own trading, whilst still having the opportunity

to make discretionary trading decisions. There is quite a lot of mathematical and financial

theory underpinning the book although Rob Carver has tried hard and done well to simplify the

explanations so we don't need to look under the hood all the time. To truly appreciate the

thought behind the framework, however, its certainly helpful to delve far deeper by

supplementing the reading with financial papers and mathematical textbooks. Having said that,

the book stands on it own and fully deserves five stars.”

Riccardo Ronco, “The best book on Quant Trading. Robert Carver has written something

impressive here. It is not an easy read but it is all there... you need to "disassemble" this book

for all the gems that it has. It is a classic.”

donJaneiro, “Systematic trading in the proper sense of the word. As a novice this book was a

heavy read, however having put the enclosed system to practice you begin to understand the

depth and complexity of the subject (and why most of the other books out there are basically

about trading rules and not so much systems/frameworks). As an aside, I have developed the

enclosed systems for both R and an undisclosed retail platform and the staunch systems work

well in both cases.”

The book by Jeffrey Flanagan has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 117 people have provided feedback.
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